
 

trisection are a decomposition of 4 manifolds that take
inspiration from Heegaard splitting talk aboutthis first

Dept A Heegaard splitting of M is a decomposition

M HgygHg where Hg_485 132 2kg 8g

recall 21 447 211 277

there's a proof of existence

3manifolds are triangdable MoiseBing 1952 but this is a

hard fact thet depends on dimM 3
A regular nbhd of the l skeleton is a handhebody its
complement is alse a hardhebody since this is a regular

nbhd of the dud simplex

i
Its not entirely obvious this is smooth bet it's true B

we will give another proof that is more adapted to higher



dimensions We first need some Morsetheory

Dept A function f M R is called Morse if it has

no degenerate critical points

Recall degenerate means blessfp is singdar
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Mwal generic functions are Morse they're dense Copen in

the set of smooth functions

The idea of a aritical point is index Hessf p i ie the
number of negative eigenvalues

Marselemmas let f Mak pen be a non dog critical

point then I coordinate charts at f fi aftXp
for index k t exf



Proof is bare hands multivariable calc
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theorem Let k be a cabaret from Mo to Mi and

of X IR.be Marse E hare hee critical point Then

XE MoXI in particular MoEMi

Pref Pick g Then to X Mo XI is defined by
flow along Tgf This is a diffeo by ODE theorem
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Take W dfT then set V y
then Hulk 1

df V I gcw.DE wyglw.w E1



Ktp flow along V by Wwe t from p

Detailsto cheek butthis works B

Merch If we don't see cortical pts topology is a product When
There is a critical pfi topology changes

theorem let f X R have a single critical point of
index K Then XE MoxI U Khandle

Pdf Picture he DkxD
R attached along skxD coup

Lg l handle DxD attached along SoxD ok
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SH h _p'xD attached

to via soxD
TIFF
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Marat Morse functions give you a CW decamp

theorem let f X R Morse with oritical point of index
K l St Red Then we can slide the index kph beneath

the index l one

I mYgc's mu

with the right dimension count this means net at all

Mord we can arrange the criticalpoint for f to be in
increasing order

Baek to Heegaard splitting

e
can dismiss



f II Igi moreover f Coff E Hg Ef EID

Which is the desired decomposition Great

Heegaard splittings an equiv be thought of as taking E'at and
attaching 2handles in both directions

Ie D xD along S'xD i thickened curves

Claim isotopy class of embeddings doesn't mother

Claim Cop uniquely witn B'is Cerf's theorem

With these diagrams

dothis one

s'xg2

theorem Reidemeister singer Envy 3manifold admits a

Heegaard splitting Moreover any two given splittings are

stably isotopic connect sun w 5 s



Diagrammatically this means any two diagrams are handbedidediffeo

equivalent eventually

Theorem Woldhausen Every splitting of SS is stabilized

theorem Haben's lemma Heegaard splitting of reducible manifolds
are reducible

Remarked theegaard splittings diagrams are useful for various things
Heegaard Floor homology
minimal surfaces are Hs

Now trisections there's a magic theorem

theorem Laudenbach Poeharu Every diffno of 8 52 extends
across 45 xB

Note This means we can't bisect 4manifolds

Delhi Let X be a 4manifold It 1gKika.kz trisection

af X is a decomposition


